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complained of the highly blameworthy manner, in which conversions of Hindus
are made by the agents of other proselytising religions*
"The conversions, he said, were objectionable, bee ause many of them were done
in secret. You could not find the actual number of these conversions only because
they are secretly done. Sometimes deception is used, sometimes ill-trea tment is
practised, and sometimes also force is used in some form or another. The main
point was that these conversions were, to put it most mildly, wrong conversions accotd-
ding to Hinduism, because unconnected with a change of belief. Mr. Jayakar was
prepared to give authentic instances of kidnapping and decoying practised on Hindu
women. He could give instances where marriages did not come about. Bat he
also bitterly complained of the convenient dogma of Mohamedanism, that all crimes
practised against Hindu women were cured by their conversion and subsequent
marriage with them. It -was difficult for any man to give an exhaustive list of
such cases of conversion, but that could be indirectly evidenced to a certain extent
by the gain which the Mobamedan community was having upon the Hindus, in
point of the gradual growth of population,
"It was, however, not a question of numbers, for as Mr. Jayakar put it, lThe Hindus
have a right to resent it if even a single Hindu is taken out of his religion, owing
to causes which have nothing to do with a change of mind*. And as a preventive
measure he supported the plea, put forward by Dr. R. P. Paranjpye, that the law
should provide that no conversion should be regarded as valid, unless made before
an officer of the State, who would examine the case, look into the facts and issue
certificates of registration, stating that conversion was voluntary in each case. In
fact a resolution, in 1927, embodying a pact between Hindu and Muslim leaders, had
actually adverted to such an expediency. Mr. Jayakar urged that this provision
should also extend to conversions made by Christian missionaries and he contended
that it was a primary duty of the State to give such protection to minors belonging
to any community, as would prevent their conversion before they attain the age of
majority and are able to judge for themselves. He could go as far as saying that
stopping conversion was the one good sovereign remedy for restoring good friendly
feelings between Hindus and other communities.
kidnapping.
"Mr. Jayakar rightly pointed out that the Shuddhi movement, though it may now
be more active than before, is not a new movement but a very old one. Also Hindus
in olden times used to admit to the Hindu fold people who were not originally
Hindus. All the difference between conversion by Hindus and conversion of Hindus,
however, lies in the fact that in the former case conversion was always a
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one and a matter of actual change of faith, while in the latter case conversioiis
in most cases involuntary and brought about by force or fraud. And kfdnafpB
of course, worse and stood on a more heinous ground altogether. Kidnapping
be a mere crime under the Penal Code, but it was a different matter when dome ^ In
the name of religion. And Mr. Jayakar strongly resented the committee's suggestion
that in this matter he should take merely a lawyer's view that kidnapping was an
ordinary crime and would be dealt with under the law,
^
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"Mr. Jayakar pointed out that while it was more than a crime, it was not
under the law as promptly and vigorously as other crimes.   And he
point by asking the Committee, in return, to give tea a single iastasce
medan woman had been kidnapped by a HiiSl® ia tfee ua®e of reigicis.   He
Mr. Hasan Nizami's book as a typkal case
amd l^daapping, and complained that t&e sutfhsa; of a iook ffc
wotind ttel&efeigs of Hindus, was not proseoisiecL
uMr. Jayakar next brought oat the-point about the want of sufficient police and
G^enxment protection f<* JEBn$a% in die cxercisei of thek ordinary cme rigMs,, "hij~

